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C_) -ABSTRACT. A four-color spectroscope using the wavelengths 0. 546, 0.577,
0.623, and 0.750 microns was uised to determine the surface temperatures

Sof electrically exploded wires and aluminum projectiles of velocity
4,500 m/sec. Several values of initial capacitor energy, pressure, and

w ambient atmosphere were used with the exploded wires. The projectiles
were observed in a normal atmosphere at 710 mm Hg.

The temperatures observed for exploded wires for an initial capaci-
tor energ of 0.8 joule in air at 710 mm. Hg were: 3825 + 250 K for alu-
minum, 3100 + 750 K for copper, and 3700 + 250 K for tungsten. For an
aluminum projectile in air at 710 mm H6 at a velocity of 4,500 m/sec,
the temperature observed was .3250 + 5O1K.

The spectral distribution in all cases was observed to be black body
and could be fitted by the Wien radiation law. Calibration was achieved
using a tungsten ribbon lamp.

Black-body radiation data from the Planck radiation law are also
given using the new value for the second radiation constant, C -
14,388 p-0 K for temperatures from 2000 to 400°K and wavelengtLs from
0.500 to 0.800 micron.
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lITW)1UCTION

The determination of temperature during time intervals of the order
of microseconds and for temperature of the order of thousands of degrees
Kelvin is one of the most uncertain and difficult problems to be solved
experimentally. Several fundamental difficulties are responsible. Per-
haps the most fundamental is the question of energy equilibrium among the
degrees of freedom of the system. Unless there is equilibrium, there is
no true temperature and any value obtained must be qualified by some
statement giving the kind of temperature reported. The difficulty in
defining temperature exactly under all conditions of measurement has led
to several types of defined temperatures that usually are employed.

True temperature is the value obtained from mechanical measurements
such as dimensional changes in the system or measuring device, for example
mercury in glass thermometers or bimetallic strips, or from thermocouples
and resistance thermometers. Black-body temperature is the temperature
of an enclosed cavity in which the spectral energy density is given by
the Planck radiation law, Eq. 1. If a small amount of radiation is
allowed to escape from the cavity, the temperature can be determined by
measuring the spectral intensity as a function of wavelength and using
Eq. 8. Color temperature is the temperature of a body whose color matches
that of a black body at a known temperature. Radiometrically, color tem-
perature is usually defined from the spectral intensity curve that is fit
by Planck distribution of known temperature. Brightness temperature is
the temperature determined from measuring the total radiation from a
source; if only a narrow wavelength region is used it is called a mono-
chromatic brightness temperature. Optical pyrometers determine the mono-
chromatic brightness temperature of a source and since they have been
calibrated against a black body a correction must be made for emissivity
or absorption. Translational temperature is obtained from measurements
on line broadening in a gas usually at low pressures that is caused by
the Doppler effect and hence related to translational velocities.
Rotational and vibrational temperatures are determined from measurements
of the intensities of rotational and vibrational spectral lines in gaseous
spectra. Electronic temperature is determined from measurements of the
electronic spectrum of a gas and is based on the Intensity distribution
of the spectrum.

Another difficulty is that, in general, the electromagnetic radiation
distribution from a system cannot be determined from theory so that only
for the special cases of black-body and gray-body radiators can a true
temperature be obtained from radiometric data.

1
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Using conventional methods requiring physical contact with the oystem,
one is limited to measurements during time intervals of the order of milli-
seconds or longer and to temperatures less than 20000 K (Ref. 1). Only
radiometric observations using photomuItiplier tubes offer the speed and
range necessary for short duration, high temperature determinations.

Photomiltipliers are excellent for radiometric measurements since they
are capable of very short time response, and when operated with constant
dynode voltage they are linear to changes in radiation (Ref. 2). They
are one of the most sensitive radiation detectors available. Present
photomultipliers cover the spectral range from about 0.20 micron at the
vacuum ultraviolet to about 1.2 micron •n the near infrared. Their lower
limit on time response is about 5 x 10" seconds. When used with a cath-
ode ray oscilloscope, radiometric time-intensity measurements can be made
and recorded on cameras with time resolution about 5 x 10- seconds.

In 1953 Harris first described a method of the determination of tem-
peratures in detonating explosives that was applied by the Bureau of Mines,
Pittsburgh Experimental Station to successfully measure detonation temper-
atures for a number of explosives (Ref. 3 and 4). This method is based
on the assumption that the explosive behaves like a black body for which
Itir spectral energy distribution depends only on the temperature. If one
determines the energy distribution, the temperature can be calculated.
The work described in this report is based on the method of Harris adapted
to fit the different experimental conditions.

THEORY

The spectral energy density inside an enclosed cavity is given by the
Planck radiation law.

8 ch (1)
= [exp(ch/l ) - 1]

where c is the velocity of light, h is the Planck constant, and k is
Boltzmann's constant. The best value of these constants are given by
DuMond and Cohen (Ref. 5) as

c = 299792.9 + 0.8 kin/sec (2)

h = 6.6252 + 0.0005 x 10-34 J-sec (3)

k = 1.38o42 + 0.00010 x 1023 j/ 0 K (4)

2
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Usually one defines two constants called the first and second radiation
constantI that are

cl- 83tch a 14.9919 ± 0.0004 x 10o2 4 J-m (5)

C 2 - ch/k - 14,388.4 + 0.8,ý°K (6)

Experimntally one is interested in the radiation from a black body
rather than the density inside the cavity. It can be shown (Ref. 6) that
the relation between monochromatic energy density and monochromatic
emissive power or power radiated per unit orea per unit wavelength is

* x 4e (7)

Equation 1 then becomes

e x 5 n~ (8)
e 7 [exp(ch/W) - 1.(

It is customary to write the constant 21rc 2h appearing in Eq. 8 as c
despite the confusion with the first radiation constant. Its numerical
value is

c1 = 2rc2h. 3.7413 x lo0-6 watt2W (9)

let Within the limits of experimental accuracy, Eq. 8 accurately describes
the radiation from a black body for all wavelengths and temperatures.
Tables of data calculated from the Planck equation can be found in the
American Institution of Physics Handbook (Ref. 7) and elsewhere. However,
the results are based on earlier values of the radiation constants and
are consequently in error. To bring the radiation data up to date, the
Planck equation was programmed on the IBM 704 computer at the Naval
Ordnance Test Station (NOTS) and radiation data computed for temperatures
between 2000 and 40000 K and wavelengths from 0.500 to 0.800 microns at
intervals of 1000 K and 0.200 micron. These data are given in Table 1.

For temperatures up to 40000 K and wavelengths up to 1.0 micron, the
Wien radiation law is accurate within 5%. Wien's law is

c1 (10)
x= x exp (c2/1)

where the constants cl and c2 are given by Eq. 9 and 6 respectively. For
most radiometric studies the Wien law is sufficient and because of its
simplicity is preferred to the Planck law.
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The derivative of Eq. 8 with respect to wavelength equated to zero
yields the equation

X .T a const. - 2897.%-9 (u)

This is the Wien displacement law and gives the relationship between the
temperature of a black body and the wavelength for which the monochro-
matic emissive power is a mad.am. The total emissive power of a black
body can be determined by integrating Eq. 8 over all wavelengths

E =dO eXd)

which yields

Eu aT4  (12)

This is the Stefan-Boltzmann law and the value of the constant is

a= 5.6686 + 0.0005 x 10"8 wattsm2 °K4 (13)

Equation 12 gives the total power radiated from unit area of a black body
at a temperature, T.

Certain other radiators for which the monochromatic emissive power
is a fixed fractibn (less than 1) cof a black body are called gray-body

• 7 radiators. The ratio of emissive power of a grey body to that of a black
body is called the emissivity or emittance c or

e - e./e b (14)

For a gray body, Eq. 8 becomes

cc1

ec (15)
e 5 Cexp(c 2 /z) - 1)

Most solids and liquids are approximately gray bodies with e a function
of both temperature and wavelength. Data on e(X, T) is very inadequate,
only for tungsten is there sufficient data (Ref. 8). Theory is not yet
available to calculate emissivity for gray-body radiators.

Equations 10, 11, or 12 offer three methods for temperature determi-
nations. The simplest of these is to use Eq. 10 and to make simultaneous
radiometric measurements at two or more wavelengths. For two wavelengths
X, and X, the method is called two color and the ratio of eXj, to
ex is

5
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r - e,,/e, - (X2/%1 5 exp tc 2 /T(l/>. - /Xj)j (16)

or taking logarithims to the base e on both sides of Eq. 16 gives

in r - in (,2/,1)5 + c2 (l/X - '-l) lIT (17)

This can be written as

in r a A + B/T (18)

where A - in(x2/x,)5 and B - c2(l/XI - 1/Xi). The constants A and B are
determined by two observations at known temperatures.

By increasing the number of detectors from two to four, one increases
the number of calibration curves from one to three since for X1, X2, X3,
and X4 there are three independent ratios namely:

r1 = eX/e), r 2 = ej/exl, and r3 - e /eX

These may be used as three separate calibration curves using Eq. 18 and
two observations at known temperatures or as one curve of in r versus X
using Eq. 17 and as meany known temperatures as are necessary.

The use of Eq. 12 for the determination of temperature is theoreti-
cally sound but experimentally difficult to employ due. to the need of a
detector that has a linear response to all wavelengths. In addition no
absorbing or scattering media may be present between the detector and
the source. Because of these restrictions, Eq. 12 is a less satisfactory
method for temperature determination.

Equation 11, however, offers an excellent method especially in the
range of temperatures from about 29000 K to about 13,0OOK since AM
occurs in the range of wavelengths for which photomultipliers detect.
Using this method, one observes radiation at several wavelengths which
occur on both the upper and lower sides of Am and determines the value
of Xm from the curve through the data. This method has the advantage
that changes in c(X) affect the position of Am less than they affect eX
in Eq. 10. Using the two methods simultaneously enables one to obtain,
by an iterative process, relative values of c(%, T).

The experiment described in this report employs Eq. 10 and uses
four wavelengths to determine temperature.

6
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IIN KWG ATION AND CALIRATION

A four-color spectroscope was employed in this study using the wave-
length positions 0.546, 0.577, 0.623, and 0.750 microns. These values
were chosen since they occur at easily obtained lines in the mercury and
neon spectra and could therefore be quickly and accurately positioned
vhen chan s were made. Moreover, still spectra of the phenomena studied
indicated that there were no prominent electronic, rotational, or vi-
brational lines occuring at these wavelength positions (Ref. 9). In
addition emission or absorption lines from N2 or 02' thougi not previ-
ously observed, were avoided since these could contribute if excited by
the shock wave associated with the phenomena. The wavelength interval
observed at each of the positions was 10 angstroms at 0.546 and 0.577
microns, and 40 angstroms at 0.623 and 0.750 microns.

Additional sources of error that could contribute were line broad-
ening in the ballistic shock wave, absorption by H2 0 and C02 in the air,
and a dissociation continuum due to N2 and 02. Line broadening is due
to three causes: (1) Doppler effect, (2) damping of the wave train, and
(3) electric and magnetic fields both local and external. Since the
second is usually negligible and no external fields were present, only
Doppler broadening was stgnificaný. The width of a spectral line is
given by 0D = 7.16 x 10-b x(T/M)l/2 where M is the molecular weight of
the emitting atom or molecule. For the OH molecule at a temperature of
20000K and a wavelength of 3,151 angstromp, D is only 0.0214 angtroms.
Doppler broadening becomes important only at extremely high temperatures.

The heat of dissociation of N2 and 02 are 7.38 and 5.08 electron
volts, respectively. At 30000 K, 1/2 kT is only 0.13 electron volts so
that the energy per degree of freedom is at least an order of magnitude
too small for dissociation.

The optical path used in this experiment was 1.5 meter and trans-
mission through a normal atmosphere is greater than 98% from 0.3 to
1.0 microns. In the laboratory, the water present was equivalent to
0.0014 cm per m of path so that absorption by water vapor was
insignificant.

The spectroscope, which was designed and built by the author, con-
sisted of a field lens that imaged the event on a field slit of 0.25-mm
width, a relay lens that collimated the slit on to a front surface,
blazed grating of 600 grooves/ms with a first order blaze wavelength of
0.50 micron at a blaze angle of 8 degrees. After diffraction, the field
slit was imaged on the slits of the photoimxltipliers by a 1.5-meter
focal-length, front surface, parabolic mirror of f/6. The plate factor
for the instrument was 12 A/=. The field lens and the relay lens were
Kodak Aero Ektar f/2.5, 7-inch focal-length lenses operated back to back.

7
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The four photonmltipliers were mounted in insulated refrigerators
similar to the ones used by McDonald and Harris and could be cooled to
dry ice temperatures (Ref. 10). However, because of the intensity of
the sources it was never necessary to refrigerate. The tubes used were
CRC931VA, which are special rugged military type 931, at 0.546 and 0.577
microns and RCA type 7102 at 0.623 and 0.750 microns. Dynode voltages
were obtained from a voltage divider network using wire wound resistors
and a power supply designed by the author and based on a design of
Fellgett (Ref. 11). Regulation was excellent over the range of input
values from 105 to 130 volts. A wiring diagram of this instrument is
shown in Fig. 1.

100 K

iDYNODE470 K I RESISTORS
5 W

100 K,
Jw W
2

I0SO K

J- -'2AT7 2MJ-W 160W

5651 - VV -.

2300 V

100K 47

2W 2W

FIG. 1. Wiring Diagram of Regulated Power Supply
for Photonilftiplter Tubes.
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Radiometric data from the photom.ltipliers were recorded on four
Tektronix type 535 osci.lloscopes using type 53/54B preamplifiers. These
instruments have a band pass of 13 megcycles and a rise time of
0.035 psec. All voltages were developed across deposited carbon 4,000-
ohm resistors and coupled through identical 1-meter lengths of RG06/AU
cables with a total input shunt capacitance of 45 pgf. The relaxation
time constant for each system was 0.18 gsec. Because of this low value,
cathode followers were not used. The output signals were photographed
with DuMont type 299 oscilloscope cameras on Kodak Royal Pan-type film
so that the data could be reduced in a comparator. A schematic diagram
of the spectroscope is given in Fig. 2.

PHOTO -MULTIPLIERS

RED GRATING

LENS
SLIT

LENS

MIRROR MOUNT - -

TRAJE CTORY

FIG. 2. Schematic of Four-Color Spectroscope

Calibration over the range of temperatures from 1893 to 27430K was
obtained from a tungsten strip filament lamp General Electric type
18ATIO/l-6V medium with a type SR8 filament. This lamp has a 2-mm by
18-r& tungsten ribbon and at its rated current of 18 amperes burns at
26700K. Previous to use it was aged by operating it at 20% overload for
5 hours. Temperature as a function of current was then determined using
a calibrated amneter certified by the Standards Laboratory of NOTS and
three optical pyrometers calibrated against the Bureau of Standards

9
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secondary standard lamps. Two of the optical pyrometers were Leeds and
Northrup types 8622 and 8622-C, the other was a Pyrometer Instrument
Company, Pyro Micro-optical-type pyrometer. Lamp temperatures were
taken at 1.0-ampere intervals with all three instruments for both
increasing and decreasing currents. Over the interval of currents used,
the uncertainty in the temperature was about +5°K.

To obtain the true temperature of the filamentj, it is necessary to
correct the apparent tmeperature, S. obtained with a pyrometer for the

emissivity of tungsten at the effective wavelength of the pyrometer
filter and for the transmittance of the glass envelope surrounding the
filament. The first of these corrections is made using Eq. 10 in the
form

c Xc)c 1  (19)
e exp(c 2 IX T)

where X. is the effective wavelength of the filter, and e(Xe) is the
emrissivity of tungsten at Xe. Information on the effective wavelengths
of the pyrointers was obtained from the manufacturers and is given in
Table 2. Data for erissivity was taken from Ref. 8.

TABLE 2: Effective Wavelengths of Optical Pyrometer
Filters at Various Temperatures

Leeds and Northrup Pyro Micro-Optical Pyrometer

Wavelength, i Temperature, Wavelength, Temperature,I IOK 1

o.656 114 0.6553 1273
o.656 1419 0.6533 1473
o.656 18 81Jc o O.6516 1673
o.655 1255b o.6499 1873
o.655 1593 o.6484 2073
0.655 2201 c 0.6470 2273
0.654 1366 0.6458 2473
o.654 1776 0.6446 2673
o.654 2567 o.6435 2873
o.653 1477ja 0.6426 307,

bo.653 1969 0.6417 3273
o.653 3000 O.6408 3473

aLow range. High range. C Extra high range.

10
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Substituting the observed temperature, S, in Eq. 10 and equating to
Eq. 19 yields

2 1 " (20)

4.,. where T1 is the temperature of the filament corrected for emissivity.
To correct for transmittance Eq. 10 becomes

Tr c1e X 5(21)
X e exp (c2 /XeT)

where Tr is the transmittance of the glass envelope. This is determined
by using a second lamp operated at temperature T2 as determined by the
pyrometer. The standard lamp is then placed in the optical path between
the pyrometer and lamp number two and a second temperature T3 determined
by observing the filament through both walls of the standard lamp. Sub-
stituting T2 into Eq. 10 and equating to Eq. 21 yields

1 1 kln Tr 2(22)

T2 3 c2
The transmittance of the glass envelope determined from Eq. 22 is

then used to obtain the true temperature, T, of the filament or

+ 2E (in r + in Tr) (23)

The lamp used in this experiment had a transmittance of 0.929. Correc-
tions to be made to temperatures observed with an optical pyrometer from
2000 to 40000K are given in Table 3. These are of course monochromatic
brightness temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL

Two phenomena were studied that the author's previous experience had
indicated were of interest (Ref. 12 and 13). These were the surface temp-
eratures of exploding wires and the stagnation surface temperatures of
hypervelocity projectiles. Extensive literature exists on the exploding
wire phenomenon that is presently attracting renewed interest and inves-
tigation (Ref. 14-16). The problem of surface temperatures of very high
velocity projectiles (above about 1,500 m/sec) is only Just beginning to
be investigated and outside of classified military documents little lit-
erature exists (Ref. 17 and 18). There is a considerable effort being
applied to this problem both experimentally and theoretically.

11
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TABLE 3. Temperature Corrections for
Transmittance and Emittance

Observed Temperature True
temperature, correction, temperature,"oK

2000 175 2175
2200 218 2418
2400 265 2665
2600 317 2917
2800 374 3174
3000 436 3436
3200 504 3704
3400 581 3981
3600- 661 4261
3800 727 4527
4000 845 4845

The exploding wire phenomenon occurs when a capacitor charged to
a high voltage is discharged through a fine metal wire. The accepted
model of the process occurring in the wire is that current through the
wire increases to a very large value, of the order of 10? amperes,
which heats it to a temperature sufficient to vaporize it (Ref. 19).
It expands adiabatically while reducing electrical conduction to a
small fraction of the initial maximum and remains in this nonconduct-
ing or dwell condition until the metal has expanded sufficiently to
acquire gaseous characteristics. Internal collisions then create
enough ion pairs to cause avalanching and a second conduction period
occurs usually much longer than the first. The time of the process
varies from a few microseconds to as long as 10 psec for the first
maxi•mm and from about 10 to 100 ýLsec for the second maximum depend-
ing on circuit parameters, type wire, and energy stored in the capa-
citor, as well as initial voltage on the capacitor. Figure 3 is a
typical radiant intensity versus time trace for an exploding wire
showing the first maximum at about 3 •sec and the secondary maxidmum
occurring at about 70 Isec. In this case the wire was 0.001-inch
tungsten and the capacitor 0.1 .f charged to 5,000 d.c. or 1.2 joule.
The dwell time that occurs at about 10 ýisec is of very short duration.
Copper, however, behaves significantly different as can be seen in
Fig. 4. The first maximum occurs at about 3 psec, the dwell at about
8 psec, and the secondary pulse occurs with a very short rise time
at about 60 psec. The secondary pulse is of very short duration and
is quite similar to the first maximum except for its much greater
amplitude due to its greater surface area. In the case of aluminum,
the secondary maximum is negligible or absent as can be seen in
Fig. 5, which shows the first maximum at about 2.8 psec and no
secondary maximum. The lack of a secondary maximum for aluminum
is unusual since its ionization potential of 5.984 electron volts

12
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is lover than either copper with 7.723 or tungsten with 7.98 electron
volts. Insufficient data exists at the present time to explain this
behavior.

The equivalent circuit of the ex1plodng wire phenomnon is a series
resistance, inductance, capacitance RLC) circuit. An excellent discus-
sion of the transient behavior of such a circuit can be found in Ref. 20.
The second order linear differential equation to be solved is

Ld + R P +c1 " - o (24)

where Q is the charge on the capacitor. Since R is less than 1 ohm, the
circuit is underdanped and hence oscillatory. The pseudo frequency is
custonmrily referred to as the ringing frequency.

S- (R/2L)tA cos - ) t + B sin -1 _ t (25)

from which the ringing frequency is
~~. l(L R2)l2(61 (26)

Equation 26 is usually used to determine'the circuit inductance, since
at the frequencies involved in exploding wire phenomenon the impedance
is largely inductive. The resistance is usually small so that Eq. 26
reduces to

1( 2- )1/2 (27) (

that can be solved for L from the experimentally determined ringing
frequency. In the apparatus used in this experiment C was 10-7 farad
and fr was 3.93 x 105 cycles/sec, this gives 1.6 x 10-6 henrys for the
circuit inductance. For an inductance-capacitance circuit the total
impedance Z is given by 1/2 (28)

and from the values of L and C, Z is 4 ohms and for an initial capacitor
voltage of 5,000 volts the current is 1,250 amperes. As a matter of
interest, the inductance of thq exploding wire circuit measured with an
impedance bridge was 1.6 x 10-0 henrys.

An approximate temperature can be calculated for an exploding wire
if certain simplifying approximations are made. First, that the wire
terminates the discharge cable in its characteristic impedance so that
the power transfer is a maximum, and second, that switch losses and radi-
ation losses are small and can be neglected. The energy stored in the
capacitor is then expended heating the wire to its melting temperature,
supplying thc heat of fusion, A11F, heating it to the boiling temperature,

S~16
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supplying the heat of vaporization, and finally heating the gas (which
one assumes monatomic) to the observed temperature. Since the wire does
not expani appreciably during the rise to the first mdhmum, work done
on the environment can be neglected. Heat data for the wires used are
given in Table 4 for an initial capacitor energy of 1.0 joule; the cal-
culated results for aluminum, copper, and tungsten wire 0.025 mm in dia-

, nmeter and 27 mm in length are given in Table 5. The calculations of
Table 5 show that aluminum should have a final temperature of about
10,OO0K; tungsten should just be at its boiling temperature of about
60000K having insufficient energy to vaporize all of the material pre-
sent, and that copper should be about 40000K.

TABLE 4. Heats of Fusion and Vaporization, Melting and Boiling
Temperatures for Aluminum, Copper, and Tungsten

Average heat
IWire Melting Boiling Heat of Heat of capacity at

material temp., temp., fusion, vaporization, constant vol.,
OK j kcal/''le kcal/mole cal/mole

Aluminum 933 2600 2.6 67.9 7.00
Copper 1356 2855 3.11 72.8 7.50

Tungsten 3653 5900 i 8.4 176 7.26

TABLE 5. Calculated Temperatures of Aluminum, Copper, and
Tungsten Wires 0.025 mm Diameter and 27 mm Long

for 1.0-Joule Energy Input

Energy to Heat of Energy to Heat of Energy to Final
Wire melt, fusion, boil, vaporization, heat gas, temp.,

material joule joule joule joule ,joule 0K

Aluminum 0.025 O.013 O.063 o.368 0.531 10000

Copper O.063 0.025 0. 088 0.577 0.247 4000

Tungsten 0.142 0.050 O.096 1.028 ..... 5900

17
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Mhe experimentally observed tenjeratures vere si•nificflntly lower
than those values reflecting the error due to disregarding such losses
as rdiati~op that increase according to the Stefan-Boltzmam law propor-
tional, to " and switching losses. Radiation losses. however, do not
account for the mjor loss sino for the wire used in this experiment
the surface area is 2.12 x i0'Q and from Eq. 13 the power radiat.d
even at 10,0000 K, assuming black-body conditions, is only 1.2 X i0"
vatts, or during the 3 psec of buildup is only 0.036 joule. This value
is Inadequate to explain the discrepancy. Losses in impedance mismatch
and switching that cannot be easily determined can account for the
difference.

Several values of input energ were used and various gases as well
as reduced air pressures were used to determine the influence of these
parameters on the observed temperature. The use of carbon diox.de and
helium did not reduce the experimental scatter in the data, in fact the
results were negative and no gray-body curve could be fit to the data.
Reducing the pressure caused a decrease in the temperature to 500 =U Kg
but below this pressure arcing occured so that the wire could not be ex-
ploded. In addition the error increased sigificantly. The excellence
of the data in normal air at one atmosphere and the errors introduced by
either pressure reduction or other gases indicate that atmospheric air
is preferred. Table 6 gives all the data for exploding wires and the
average values for each change of variable. Table 7 gives average tem-
perature observed experimentally and the calculated temperatures for the
different energies. It is seen that the predicted temperatures are sig-
nificantly higher than the experimentally observed temperatures but that
the predicted order among the three metals used is correct.

The second phenomenon studied is the stagenation surface temperature
of an ultraspeed projectile that is raised to a high temperature by aero-
dynamic heating. Aluminum projectiles were chosen because of their high
strength to density ratio and because of the author's experience in stud-
ying the luminous wake of these projectiles (Ref. 12, 21 and 22). A
physical description of these projectiles and methods for acceleration
by means of high explosives has been given by Van Valkenburg and
Hendricks (Ref 23). Velocities obtained for aluminum projectiles with
this method are about 4,500 r/sec.

Several difficulties arise in connection with the projectiles. Their
trajectories are randomly distributed about the intended flight axis so
that only about 20% of them pass throua the field of the spectroscope.
One other problem is that the shock waves from the explosive charge will
damage the equipment unless heavy shielding is present to protect it.

Projectile velocity was measured using a General Radio type 651 AH
hiih speed streak camera. Film velocity was determined by means of a
General Radio Strobotac calibrated by the Standards Laboratory of NOTS.
A still photograph was taken of each projectile to establish the

18
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TABiz 6. Complete Output Signal Data for 0.001-Inch
Aluminum, Copper, and Tunpten Wires Electrically

Exploded for Several Values of Capacitor
Energ and Ambient Air Pressure

The output s1gnal was developed across identical
.4 1OO0-ohm resistors. Output signa1 in volts at

Capacitor AMbient each of the 4 wavelen6ths
ener• -, pressure, each_ of_ the_ 4 ______ ______

joule miH 0.54P14 0-5774 o. 623p. 0.7501,

A. Aluminum Wire

M.8 710 o0.685 o.464 0.515 0.210
0.8 710 1.220 o.82o 0.650 0.340
0.8 710 2.161 1.462 1.44o 0.68o
0.8 710 0.735 0.525 o.226 0.200
0.8 710 1.593 1.011 0.495 0.535
0.8 710 1.060 o.68o o.306 o.186
0.8 710 1.850 1.290 1.202 0.620
o. 8 710 1.831 1.401 0.730 0.525
o.8 710 o.640o o0.470 0.191 0.197
0.8 710 o.665 o.499 0.550 0.222
0.8 710 0.770 0.560 0.392 0.202
0.8 507 1 1.903 1.320 0.722 0.463
0.8 507 1.155 1.042 0.608 0.417

. 8 507 2.960 2.030 1.441 1.002
1.o 305 1.581 1.o6o o.615 0.496
1.0 305 2.802 1.911 0.955 0.706
1.0 305 2.511 1.732 1.262 M.686
1.0 305 1.26o o.856 1.050 o.412
1.0 305 1.951 1.32111 .170 o.62o
1.8 303 4.882 4.353 2.091 1.6o2
1.8 303 5.242 4.663 1.951 1.620
1.8 303 2.122 1.470 o.870 o.7o1

B. Tungsten Wire

0.8 710 2.640 1.761 1.052 0.683
0.8 710 2.589 2.028 1.16o 0.755
0.8 710 1.258 1.041 o.462 0.355
0.8 710 2.382 1.593 1.009 0.757
0.8 710 2.778 1.871. 1.11 o.841
0.8 710 3.637 2.353 1.109 o.876
0.8 710 2.757 2.020 1.593 1.211
0.8 710 2.720 2.103 1.289 0.897
0.8 710 1.6o0 1.127 0.732 0.654
0.8 710 2.484 1.693 1.089 0.757
0.8 710 2.868 1.9o9 1.233 0.85_4
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TABLE 6. (Continued)

Capacitor Ambient Outpt signal in volts at

energr, pressure, each of the 4 wavelengths
jou le amn H g 0. 546 11 1 0. 577 P 1 o .623 4 0 .7 5 Ci IV

C. Copper (Insulated) Wire

0.8 710 2.292 0.781 0.374 0.320
0.8 710 1.179 0.555 0.316 0.297
0.8 710 o.770 o.548 0.137 0.170
0.8 710 1.533 0.608 0.214 0.228
0.8 710 1.318 o.626 0.248 0.270
0.8 710 1.032 o.650 0.216 0.244
0.8 710 0.980 0.694 0.213 0.223
0.8 710 1.355 0.836 0.339 0.298
0.8 710 0.845 0. 724 o0.105 0.374

D. Copper (Bare) Wire

0.8 710 0.714 o.605 0.289 0.320
0.8 710 1.010 o.635 0.331 0.335
0.8 710 0.782 0.538 0.221 0.232
0.8 710 0.985 0.477 o.186 o.185
0.8 710 0.565 0.580 0.299 0.305
1.5 710 1.011 0.950 o.461 0.490
1.5 710 1.o47 o.941 o.417 o.468
1.5 710 0.973 0.892 o.495 0.517 V
1.5 7o 1.034 .0oo8 o.461 0.493

trajectory and whether the projectile broke up or tumbled. To ensure
that the spectroscope observed the surface of the projectile, the optical
axis was inclined 17 degrees off the normal to the projectile axis so
that the field slit allowed only a section of the surface to be observed
by the photomultipliers. Unless this latter precaution is taken, the
spectroscope will give an integrated temperature of the entire &rface,
or what is more usual, observe only the wake that is mostly A10". A
typical radiometric record of an aluminum projectile at a velocity of
4,500 M/sec in normal air at 710-mn-Hg pressure, 1.5 meters after launch-
ing is given in Fig. 6. The sweep time of the oscilloscope was 2 psec/cm
and the maximum intensity occurs at about 1.8 psec after entering the
field of view of the spectroscope. The two traces appearing near the
horizontal center line of the graticule are due to the wake that occurs
about 100 psec after the passage of the projectile (Ref. 24).

To determine the stagnation (or total) temperature of a blunt pro-
jectile normal to the flow of a gas of molar heat capacity, Cj Joules/
mole-OK, one assumes that the kinetic energy of the moving ga9 is
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TABLE 7. Comuted and Average Observcd Tempemtures of 0.001-Inch
Aluminum., Copper, and Tungsten Wire. Electrically Exploded for

Several Values of Capacitor EnergV and Ambient Air Pressure

Wre aacitor Ambient Coiwted Observed Observed
wire r r n o temp. for temp. for

mterial ener Pressure. , black body, two color,maeil Joule mm Hg OkOK ox

Aluminum 0.8 71o 750 3825 ± 25 3725 + 125
Aluminum 0.8 500 730 3700 + 25 3573 T 175
Aluminum 1.0 300 J10on0 3 6oo- 3450o 100
Aluminum 1.8 300 21(CO no fit 336o :; 150
Tungsten 0.8 710 5900 3700 + 25 3550 + 125
Copper

(insulated) 0.8 710 3L-00 no fit 3470 + 400
Coper 0 710 3L1-0 3100 + 75 2960 + 100

Copper
(bare) 1.50 J 710 o 62o0 2770 + 50 2700 + 150

a Approximate.

completely expended in heating the gas as it accelerates to zero velocity
at the surface of the projectile. Assumlng no other losses such as radi-
ation or heat transfer, the heat energy Ler unit mass, CpTo, and the ki-

netic energy per unit mass, 1/2 V2 , m•zst be constant or

CpT0 + 1/2 V2 = constant (29)

where To is the initial temperature of tLie gas and V is the velocity of
the gas (in this case the projectile velcid-ty). When V is zero, the
temperature is the stagnation temperatur, Ts. The constant is therefore
CpTs and

CpT +-1/2 V2 .- CTR- (0

from which

T a + V2/=C'o (31)

Assuming ideal gas behavior, R = Cp - Cv . The Mach number is 1M - V/c
where c is the local sound velocity in t~e gas and is also given by
c = yRTo (Ref. 7, sec. 3, p. 32). Equat 0io 24 then simplifies to

T = To [1 + (y - 1)121 2 ] (32)

where y Cp/Cv. Under the conditions of- iIs experiment, c - 347 m/sec,
V = 4,500 /sec, N = 1.40, M = 13.0, anrLT = 300°K. Using these values
in Eq. 30 gives a stagnatior temperatur&e o Ts = O,0000K.
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The experinentaI3.y observed temperature of the projectile had an
average value of 3250 + 500 K based on a gray-body curve of best fit
through the data. The two-color method gave an average value of 3015 +
2000K. The data was deficient in the yellow at 0.577 micron by about 1%
but gave a good gray-body fit at the other points. Because of the yellow
deficiency, the two-color ratio method gave a greater error than the gray-
body method. All data for the aluminum projectiles is given in Table 8.

TABLE 8. Complete Output Signal Data for 1/2-Inch
75 ST Aluminum Projectiles in Normal Air at 1
Atmosphere for Velocity 4,500 Meter/Second

The output signal was developed across identical
4,000-oh- resistors.

Ambient Air Output signal in volts at

Pressure, Temp., each of the 4 wavelengths

mm Hg OK 0.546• O.577P 0. 6 234 0.750iA

705.5 295.7 2.73 1.67 o.968 0.850
708.9 296.3 O.601 - 0.565 o.464
708.5 299.8 2.19 1.37 o.682 o.650
708.5 299.8 1.17 o 6oo 0.534 o.464
706,9 296.1 1:60 0:855 0.730 o.64o
. • 7o6.9 296.1 0.960 ] 0.501 o.442 0.384
707.0 296.1 1.73 0.715 0.378 0.334
708.0 296.6 2.29 1.75 0.514 0.518
710.2 296.9 0.800 0.464 0.328 0.242

The temperature obtained in this study can be used to give an esti-
nmate of the evilibrium distribution of heat between projectile and air
which is one of the problems that heat transfer studies mast answer.
Aerodynamic studies by Allen, Rinehart, and White (Ref. 25) of explosive
driven projectiles showed that the projectile obeys the following drag
law

V = V 0 exp (-.w.) (33)

where Vo is the velocity when s = o. For aluminum the value of a is
0.050 m"I. The acceleration is then given by

a = dv/dt = -avo exp (-as) ds/dt (34)

or using Eq. 31

Sa - -aV2 (35)
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For a velocity of 4,500 a(sec, the acceleration is 2 x 105 r/sec2 and
the loss of kinetic energ is 6 x 105 watts. Loss of energy due to abla-
tion is negligible since White has shown that it is of the order of mi-
crorems per meter of path (Ref. 26). The loss due to radiation is,
assuming a value of 0.4 for the total emissivity of aluminum, about
275 watts and the ratio of heat absorbed by the air to heat absorbed by
the projectile is 2,200.

DISCUSSION

The results of the preceding section show that for the two phenomena
studied the spectral distribution could be fit very accurately by the
radiation laws and that the uncertainty in the temperature was a few
percent. Except for the case of insulated copper wire and aluminum wire
in a partial vacuum where the observed distribution departed from black-
body charLcteristics, both methods of fitting the data gave agreement
within the limits of uncertainty.

One of the significant facts is that the temperature decreased with
increasing capacitor voltage even though the initial energy increased.
The assumptions on vi ich the calculations of Table 7 were based were
that only the initial energy of the system would change and that the
first current peak would remain constant. The explanation of the ob-
served behavior is that under the conditions of the experiment, a part
of the initial energy goes into the second or gaseous conduction stage
whereas the calculations were based on the assumption that all of the
energ would go into the first stage. Photographs obtained by Zernow on
the behavior of an exploding wire during the initial stages of heating
show that the pinch effect strongly influences the wire (Ref. 16).
Typically, saucer instabilities occur that cause separation of the wire
into discrete bubbles that burst to form saucer shaped disks. Usually
there are several disks (as many as 10 or 20) formed that effectively
interrupt the current flow. With increasing initial currents, the time
required for the onset of instability is reduced and current conduction
stopped with less of the capacitor energy expended. Two results should
be observed because of this: (1) the temperature of the first pulse
should be lower, and (2) the second pulse should contain more of the
energy and occur earlier in time since the electric field strength is
greater in this case. Both of these effects were observed in this experi-
ment. For exmple with copper wire at 4,000 volts the second pulse
occurs at 60 4sec but at 5,500 volts it occurs at 8 tsec. The amplitude
of the second pulse at the hidher voltage was mach greater and of longer
duration.

The heat ratio factor determined for projectiles is limited by the
fact that the body does not have a large heat capacity and hence repre-
sents radiative equilibrium imposed by the stagnation temperature that
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in turn depends on the stagnation pressure. Allen and others have shown
that for projectiles of the type used in this study the average pressure
of the surface of the projectile is about 150 atmospheres (Ref. 25).
Since the projectile was boiling at its observed temperature of 3250°.K,
the average pressure on its surface is its vapor pressure also.

1 *~ The results of this study represent only the beginning of the work
which can be done using the methods described in it. Its use as a
research tool to a number of similar problems is certain to yield valu-
able information on problems of equilibrium and temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that the temperature of transient phenomena
such as an electrically exploded wire or an explosively driven projectile
can be determined during microsecond intervals of time. The spectral
energy distribution from the surface of the event agrees closely with
the predictions of either the Planck or Wien radiation laws and yields a
teimperature with an uncertainty of a few percent. The applications to
c.2:ploding wires and hypervelocity projectiles have shown that surfaceKterperatures of the order of several thousand degrees Kelvin exist, in
general agreement with theory.

The importance of this method lies in the fact that it gives a power-
ful new method for obtaining data for developing adequate theories. This

[ A is especially true in the area of hypersonic aerodynamics where data on
stagnation temperatures at the velocities studied here are not available.

Its application to the e:ploding wire phenomenon will yield relative
spectral emissivity data on metals at temperatures even beyond the criti-
cal temperature. By comparison with tungsten, for which good emissivity
data exist, an absolute calibration can be made and extensive r(X,T)
data obtained.

2I
I
I
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